Religious Diversity Leadership Summit: New York Postponed

Out of consideration for the health and wellbeing of everyone involved, Tanenbaum is postponing the 2020 Religious Diversity Leadership Summit: New York. The Workplace team is committed to delivering valuable content and plans to reprise this in-person conference in the fall. Tanenbaum remains grateful for the continued support of Summit sponsors, Fordham University School of Law and The Walt Disney Company. Additional details to follow!

The "Making Peace Possible Gala" Goes Virtual!

As the COVID-19 outbreak continues to disrupt business-as-usual, Tanenbaum has created an exciting alternative to our traditional Gala – our first-ever Virtual Gala! Tanenbaum’s 2020 Gala: Peace Made Possible is our annual celebration, recognizing individuals and institutions who work to create and sustain communities of respect and advance Tanenbaum’s mission and vision.

Please stay tuned for an exciting virtual broadcast on May 27th at 6:00 PM as we gather virtually to celebrate our honorees, Nancy Symz and Joyce Odensky! We’ll come together for virtual social connection and some much-needed entertainment during this time of physical distancing. Learn more about the Gala here!

Welcome to Our Newest Corporate Member!

Tanenbaum would like to welcome Mitre, its newest Corporate Member! Mitre joins a growing community of corporate actors committed to advancing religious diversity and inclusion in the workplace.

Religious Diversity Leadership Summit: London Postponed

Tanenbaum recently announced exciting plans to take its annual Religious Diversity Leadership Summit to London. With everyone’s best interests in mind, and in response to continued uncertainty, Tanenbaum is delaying its trip across the pond. Be sure to join us as we’re hosted by long-term partner Bloomberg L.P. in 2021! More information to come!

Taboos: The Forbidden Topic at Work

We are pleased to share that Deputy CEO, Mark Fowler, will be speaking on a panel at the 2020 Disability Matters Conference & Awards Virtual Live-Stream on April 22, 2020. Together with Jean-Marie Navetta of RPAG National and Nadine Vogel of Springboard Consulting, Mark will speak about religious diversity as part of the session topic Taboos: The Forbidden Topic at Work. Join virtually for this session and the rest of the two-day conference! More information can be found here.

Coffee with Joyce and Mark - Virtually!

Join us on April 28th at 8:30 AM for a virtual coffee with Joyce and Mark! Learn more about upcoming programming, sponsorship opportunities, and have all of your questions answered. For more information, please contact Nancy Wolfe nwolfe@tanenbaum.org.

Stay Tuned for More!

Although in-person events are postponed and workplaces continue to operate remotely, Tanenbaum’s mission continues! The Workplace team is developing new content that is thoughtful, relevant, and most importantly, accessible. Keep an eye out over the coming weeks for new webinar/video resources featuring timely conversations between Tanenbaum and religious diversity and inclusion leaders.

Tanenbaum Deputy CEO, Mark Fowler, recently interviewed Karen Diefendorf, Director of Chaplain Services at Tyson Foods, the video of which will be shared shortly. Be sure to check out their discussion about the invaluable contributions workplace chaplains are able to provide during these trying times.
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